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Theoretical analysis and Lorentz transmission electron microscopy (LTEM) investigations in an FeGe
wedge demonstrate that chiral twists arising near the surfaces of noncentrosymmetric ferromagnets
[Meynell et al., Phys. Rev. B 90, 014406 (2014)] provide a stabilization mechanism for magnetic Skyrmion
lattices and helicoids in cubic helimagnet nanolayers. The magnetic phase diagram obtained for free-
standing cubic helimagnet nanolayers shows that magnetization processes differ fundamentally from those
in bulk cubic helimagnets and are characterized by the first-order transitions between modulated phases.
LTEM investigations exhibit a series of hysteretic transformation processes among the modulated phases,
which results in the formation of the multidomain patterns.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.087202

Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interactions [1] stabilize
two-dimensional axisymmetric solitonic states (chiral
Skyrmions) in saturated phases of magnetic materials with
broken inversion symmetry [2,3]. Analytical and numerical
studies reveal that, in two-dimensional uniaxial noncentro-
symmetric ferromagnets, chiral magnetic Skyrmions con-
dense into hexagonal lattices below a certain critical field and
remain thermodynamically stable (they correspond to the
global minimum of the magnetic energy functional) in a
broad range of applied magnetic fields [3]. This does not
occur in three-dimensional bulk cubic helimagnets where
one-dimensional modulations along the applied field (the
cone phase) [4] have the lowest energy in practically the
whole area of the magnetic phase diagram, and Skyrmion
lattices can exist only as metastable states [5,6].
Recent observations of different types of magnetic

Skyrmion states have been reported in freestanding nano-
layers and epilayers of cubic helimagnets (e.g., Refs. [7–12]).
These findings have given rise to a puzzling question: why
are Skyrmion lattices suppressed in bulk cubic helimagnets
but observed in nanolayers of the same material?

Two physical mechanisms have been proposed to date to
explain the formation of Skyrmion lattices in nanolayers of
cubic helimagnets. One of them is based on the effects
imposed by induced uniaxial anisotropy [5,6]. In epilayers
of cubic helimagnets on Si(111) substrates, a strong uni-
axial anistropy is induced by the lattice mismatch between
the B20 crystal and the substrate [6,13]. This uniaxial
anisotropy suppresses the cone phase and stabilizes a
number of nontrivial chiral modulated states including out-
of-plane and in-plane Skyrmion lattices recently observed
in cubic helimagnet epilayers [6,10,12].
The second stabilization mechanism is provided by

specific modulations (chiral twists) arising near the surfaces
of cubic helimagnet films [14–16]. Chiral twists have
recently been discovered in MnSi/Si(111) films [14,16].
However, their influence on the magnetic states arising
in the freestanding films of cubic helimagnets is still unclear.
Also, physical mechanisms underlying the formation of
Skyrmionic states in such films are unknown, and a theo-
retical description of the magnetic states in these systems is
still an open question.
In thisLetterwe report on a theoretical analysis ofmagnetic

modulated states with confined magnetic structures at the
boundaries in cubic helimagnets, which we term confined
cubic helimagnets, and our findings show that surface
twist instabilities play a decisive role in the stabilization of

Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of
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Skyrmionic states and give rise to the first-order transitions
between modulated phases in freestanding layers of cubic
helimagnets. A series of images in an FeGe wedge specimen
obtained by using Lorentz transmission electron microscopy
(LTEM) revealed hysteretic transformations and the coexist-
ence of modulated states, which are supportive of theoretical
calculations.
The standard model for magnetic states in cubic non-

centrosymmetric ferromagnets is based on the energy
density functional [1,4]

w ¼ AðgradmÞ2 þDm · rotm − μ0Mm ·H; ð1Þ
including the principal interactions essential to stabilizing
modulated states: the exchange stiffness with constant A,
DM coupling energy with constant D, and the Zeeman
energy; m ¼ ðsin θ cosψ ; sin θ sinψ ; cos θÞ is the unity
vector along the magnetization vector M ¼ mM, and H
is the applied magnetic field.
We investigate the functional (1) in a film of thickness L

infinite in the x and y directions and confined by parallel
planes at z ¼ �L=2 in magnetic fieldH applied along the z
axis [Fig. 1(a)]. The equilibrium magnetic states in the film
are derived by the Euler equations for energy functional (1)
together with the Maxwell equations and with correspond-
ing boundary conditions. The solutions depend on the two
control parameters of the model (1), the confinement ratio,
ν ¼ L=LD, and the reduced value of the applied magnetic
field, h ¼ H=HD, where LD ¼ 4πA=jDj is the helix period
and μ0HD ¼ D2=ð2AMÞ is the saturation field [3,4].
The solutions for unconfined helicoids [1] and Skyrmion

lattices [3] homogeneous along the film normal (the z axis)
describe magnetic configurations in the depth of a bulk
cubic helimagnet. However, the situation changes radically
near the film surfaces. The gradient term,

mx∂my=∂z −my∂mx=∂z;
in the DM energy functional [Eq. (1)] violates transversal
homogeneity of helicoids and Skyrmion states and imposes
chiral modulations along the z axis that decay into the depth

of the sample (surface twists) [6,14,15]. The penetration
depth of these surface modulations is estimated as 0.1
LD [6].
Mathematically, axisymmetric Skyrmion cells in thin

films are described by solutions of type θ ¼ θðρ; zÞ;
ψ ¼ ψðφ; zÞ, and helicoids propagating in a film along
the x axis are described by solutions of type θðx; zÞ;
ψðx; zÞ. The equilibrium solutions for confined helicoids
and Skyrmion lattices are derived by solving the Euler
equations for functional (1) with free boundary conditions
at the film surfaces (z ¼ �L=2).
Most of the investigated freestanding films and epilayers

of cubic helimagnets have a thickness exceeding the period
of the helix (L ≥ LD) [8–12]. Therefore, in this Letter we
carry out a detailed analysis of the solutions for confined
chiral modulations in cubic helimagnetic films with the
thickness ranging from L ¼ LD to a bulk limit (L ≫ LD).
The calculated ν − h phase diagram in Fig. 2 indicates

the areas with the chiral modulated states corresponding to
the global minimum of the energy functional and separated
by the first-order transition lines. For L ≫ LD the solutions
for confined helicoids and Skyrmion lattices approach the
solutions for the magnetic states in the unconfined case,
which are homogeneous along the z axis [1,3]. Surface
twist instabilities arising in confined cubic helimagnets
[15,16] provide a thermodynamical stability for helicoids
and Skyrmion lattices in a broad range of the applied
fields (Fig. 2).

FIG. 1. Magnetic structure of (a) a helicoid with period l and
(b) a Skyrmion lattice cell of radius Rs, in nanolayers of cubic
helimagnets. In the internal area (i), the helicoid has in-plane
modulations along the x axis, the surface areas (s) are modulated
along the x and z axes (arrows with circles indicate the rotation
sense and propagation directions).

FIG. 2. The magnetic phase diagram of the magnetic states
corresponding to the global minima for model (1) in reduced
variables for the film thickness ν ¼ L=LD and the applied
magnetic field h ¼ H=HD. The existence areas of the modulated
phases (cone, helicoids, and Skyrmion lattice) are separated by
the first-order transition lines (solid). p (4.47, 0.232) is a triple
point, q (7.56, 0.40) is a completion point. A dashed line indicates
the second-order transition between the cone and the saturated
state. Along the dotted line Ha ¼ 0.4HD, the difference between
the energy densities of the Skyrmion lattice and the cone phase
(Δwν) is minimal (see the inset).
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Another noticeable feature of the phase diagram is that
the line h ¼ 0.4 is a symmetry axis for the Skyrmion lattice
stability area [6]. This follows from the fact that, in bulk
helimagnets, this field corresponds to the minimal value
of the Skyrmion lattice energy compared to that of the
cone phase [5,6]. The differences between the equilibrium
average energy densities of the Skyrmion lattice (w̄s) and
the energy density of the cone phase (wc) ΔwνðhÞ ¼
w̄sðh; νÞ − wcðh; νÞ plotted as functions of the applied field
also reach the minimum in the fields close to h ¼ 0.4 (inset
of Fig. 2). As a result, below νq ¼ 7.56, the stability area of
the Skyrmion lattices extends around the line h ¼ 0.4. Near
the ordering temperature, ΔwνðhÞ becomes anomalously
small, and even such weak interactions as cubic anisotropy
can stabilize Skyrmion lattices in this area. This effect plays
a crucial role in the formation of the A-phase pocket near
the ordering temperature of the bulk cubic helimagnets
(for details, see Refs. [6,17]).
In the whole range of the film thickness, the helicoids

with in-plane propagation directions correspond to the
ground state of the system. The triple point p (4.47, 0.232)
and the completion point q (7.56, 0.40) split the phase
diagram into three distinct areas with different types of
magnetization processes. (1) ν > νq ¼ 7.56. In these com-
paratively thick films, the helicoids remain thermodynami-
cally stable at low fields and transform into the cone by a
first-order process at the critical line hhcðνÞ. The cone
magnetization along the applied field increases linearly for
an increasing magnetic field up to the saturation at critical
field h ¼ H=HD ¼ 1. (2) 4.47 ¼ νp < ν < νq ¼ 7.56. In
this case, the magnetic-field-driven evolution of the cone
is interrupted by the first-order transition in the Skyrmion
lattice at hhcðνÞ < hq and the reentrant transition at
hhcðνÞ > hq. (3) 1 < ν < νp ¼ 4.47. In this thickness
range, the stability area of Skyrmion lattices is separated
from the low field helicoid and high field cone phases by
the first-order transition lines.
The magnetic phase diagram in Fig. 2 has been derived

by a minimization of the simplified (“isotropic”) energy
functional (1) with free boundary conditions. This dem-
onstrates how a pure geometrical factor (confinement)
influences the energetics of cubic helimagnet nanolayers
by imposing transverse chiral modulations (twists) in
Skyrmion lattices and helicoids. This phase diagram is
representative for a manifold of cubic helimagnet free-
standing layers with different types of surface twists. This
describes a general topology of the (ν, h) phase diagrams
only. Depending on the parameters of the localized surface
twists, the values of critical points and location of the
critical lines in the (ν, h) diagrams can differ strongly from
those in Fig. 2.
In a recently published paper [18], the authors de-

monstrate that surface modulations propagating perpen-
dicularly to the film surfaces arise in the cone phase
below a magnetic field h ¼ 0.42. Importantly, these surface

perturbations are localized near the film surfaces and do not
influence the main part of the film volume. According to
classical thermodynamics, this spin texture should be
identified as the cone phase. Similarly, the helicoids and
Skyrmion lattices with localized surface twists should be de-
signated as the helicoid and Skyrmion lattice phases (Fig. 2).
Iron monogermanide (FeGe) belongs to a group of

noncentrosymmetric cubic helimagnets (with space group
P213, B20-type structure) [17,19]. Below the Curie temper-
ature TC ¼ 278.2 K, FeGe is ordered into homochiral
helices with period LD ¼ 70 nm propagating along equiv-
alent h100i directions [19]. Below T1 ¼ 211 K, helices
propagate along the h111i directions. For increasing
temperature, the propagation directions h100i are restored
at T2 ¼ 245 K [19]. In bulk cubic helimagnets, one-
dimensional single-harmonic chiral modulations (helices
and cones) are observed as stable states over practically the
entire region below the saturation field [19]. In contrast to
bulk specimens, in freestanding nanolayers of cubic heli-
magnets with a thicknessL ≤ 120 nm investigated by LTEM
methods, Skyrmion lattices and helicoids are observed in
broad ranges of applied magnetic fields and temperatures,
while the cone phase is partially or completely suppressed
[7–9]. Recent LTEM investigations represent an extensive
study of the evolution of Skyrmion states in confined cubic
helimagnets (see, e.g., Refs. [7–9,20] and the bibliography
in Ref. [21]).
In our Letter we use LTEM to explore the experimental

evidence of the first-order phase transitions into the cone
phase and other specific magnetization processes imposed
by the chiral surface twists (Fig. 2). For our studies, we
have prepared wedge-shaped single crystal FeGe(110)
films. FeGe single crystals were grown by a chemical vapor
transport method. A thin film specimen was made for TEM
observations by using a focused ion beam technique.
A series of Lorentz micrographs were taken by means of

a Fresnel mode of Lorentz microscopy [22,23] with a
typical defocus value of 10 μm at T ¼ 110 and 250 K in a
broad range of magnetic fields applied perpendicular to the
film surface (Figs. 3 and 4). Fresnel imaging reveals
contrast at positions where there is variation of the in-
plane component of the magnetic induction, which can be
interpreted as the magnetization in this case. Such images
clearly reveal the magnetic-field-driven first-order transi-
tions between the basic modulated states (helicoids and
Skyrmions appearing as bright and/or dark stripes or spots,
respectively) accompanied by the formation of the multi-
domain patterns composed of domains of the competing
phases. It should be noted that, for transitions to the conical
state, there is no distinctive contrast which unambiguously
identifies this phase. Where we identify such transitions to
the conical state, we are aware that the lack of contrast
could also be consistent with other phases such as satu-
rated, paramagnetic, and nonmagnetic states. However, in
Figs. 3 and 4 these regions exist at applied fields lower
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than the saturated fields (for FeGe, the saturation field 0
HD ¼ 0.359 T [17,19]). Moreover, according to the theo-
retical results [1,3] and experimental observations [7,22],
the magnetic-field-driven transitions of the helicoid and
the Skyrmion lattice into the saturated state advance gra-
dually by the extension of the modulation period and the
formation of isolated helicoidal kinks and Skyrmions.
These processes should exclude the formation of multi-
domain patterns of the competing phases characteristic of
the first-order transitions [24].
In Fig. 3, the layer thickness varies from L ¼ 120 nm

(ν ¼ 1.7) at the left edge to L ¼ 60 nm (ν ¼ 0.86) at the
right edge. In the calculated phase diagram, this thickness
interval (0.86 < ν < 1.7) belongs to area III, shown in
Fig. 2, characterized by the first-order transitions between
the helicoid and the Skyrmion lattice at the lower field,
hhsðνÞ, and between the Skyrmion lattice and the cone at
the higher field, hscðνÞ (Fig. 2). Both of these phase
transitions are clearly observed in Fig. 3. We stress that
because the transition field hscðνÞ has lower values for
larger ν, initially the cone phase nucleates at the thicker
edge of the film (Figs. 3 and 4) and expands to the thinner
part with an increasing applied field (Figs. 3 and 4).
The LTEM images taken at T ¼ 110 K (Fig. 4) corre-

spond to a wedge area belonging to the same thickness
interval as that in Fig. 3, with a thickness variation ranging
from L ¼ 90 nm (ν ¼ 1.29) at the bottom edge to L ¼
60 nm (ν ¼ 0.86) at the top edge. However, the magneti-
zation evolution differs drastically from that observed at
higher temperature. In this case, the Skyrmion lattice does
not arise; instead, the helicoid directly transforms into the
cone phase at a considerably lower field of about 0.1 T by a
first-order process [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)]. In the ðν; hÞ phase
diagram (Fig. 2), such a magnetization evolution occurs
in area I for ν > νq ¼ 7.56. The suppression of Skyrmion
lattices and helicoids at lower temperatures is character-
istic for freestanding cubic helimagnet nanolayers [8,9].
Particularly, at T ¼ 110 K, the Skyrmion lattices arise in
FeGe freestanding layers only when their thickness is
smaller than 35 nm [8]. This effect can be understood if
we assume that the surface energy imposed by chiral twists

decreases with decreasing temperatures. As a result, at
lower temperatures the existence area of Skyrmion lattices
in the (ν, h) phase diagram (2) would be shifted into the
region with a lower ν.
The results of micromagnetic calculations for confined

chiral modulations demonstrate that chiral surface twists
provide the stabilization mechanism for helicoids and
Skyrmion lattices in freestanding cubic helimagnet films
[25]. The solutions minimizing the energy functional (1)
with free boundary conditions describe chiral modulations
imposed solely by the geometrical confinement and expose
three basic types of magnetization processes in cubic
helimagnet nanolayers (Fig. 2). LTEM investigations of
magnetic states in an FeGe wedge specimen reveals hys-
teretic formation and the coexistence of modulated phases
far beyond the equilibrium regime of the phase diagram,
which is consistent with the first-order nature of the phase
transition theoretically predicted. In a real system, the
confined chiral modulations may arise as a result of the

FIG. 3. LTEM images of modulated phases in an FeGe wedge at T ¼ 250 K and different values of the applied fieldH (T): (a) 0.013,
(b) 0.0873, (c) 0.1073, (d) 0.2215, (e) 0.2355, (f) 0.3728. The defocus value is 10 μm. (c) indicates the coexisting helicoid and Skyrmion
lattice states and (d),(e) the Skyrmion lattice and cone domains during the first-order phase transitions. The image size is
3000 nm × 800 nm, the thickness varies from 120 nm (left) to 60 nm (right). Blue tetragons indicate the direction of the thickness
gradients (in this and the following figures).

FIG. 4. LTEM images of an FeGe wedge at T ¼ 110 K for
applied magnetic fields: (a) H (T) ¼ 0.02, (b) 0.1074, (c) 0.146,
(d) 0.32, (e) 0.367, (f) 0.02. The defocus value is 2 μm. (b),(c)
Coexisting domains of the helicoid and cone state during the first-
order transition between these phases. Multidomain states are
restored after decreasing the applied field (f). The image size is
3000 nm × 1250 nm, the thickness varies from 90 nm (bottom)
to 60 nm (top).
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interplay between the stabilization mechanism imposed by
thegeometrical confinement and other physical factors, such
as intrinsic cubic anisotropy and induced volume and
surface uniaxial anisotropy, and internal and surface demag-
netization effects. Our findings provide a conceptional basis
for detailed experimental and theoretical investigations of
the complex physical processes underlying the formation of
Skyrmion lattices and helicoids in confined magnets.
In addition, the open access data link is provided

in Ref. [26].
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